PRESENTING...
ORCID-ORAMA AT PIDAPALOOZA!

PIDAPALOOZA, DUBLIN, IRELAND | JANUARY 23, 2019
WELCOME TO ORCID’S BIG TOP!
RING 1
GETTING THE BALANCE RIGHT

https://orcid.org/content/2019-project-roadmap
RESEARCHERS

Academia and Beyond. Expand understanding, use, and adoption of ORCID in Arts & Humanities and Clinical Medicine communities

Improve the User Experience. Ensure a positive and consistent user experience and user accessibility
RING 2
TENSILITY AND BRAWN

https://orcid.org/content/2019-project-roadmap
INFRASTRUCTURE

Data Infrastructure. Ensure our APIs and databases scale with increasing community adoption

Operations. Improve our back-office operational efficiency in areas that have a direct impact on the research community
ORCID QUIZ!

Sponsored by Alka-Seltzer

Blue Network - Sunday Evening
RING 3
ASSEMBLE AN ASSERTION

https://orcid.org/content/2019-project-roadmap
TRUSTED ASSERTIONS

**PID Power.** Leverage the identifier infrastructure to make the most out of iD-ID connections

**Person Citations.** Make it possible for researchers to curate a collection of their contributions

**Sharing our Successes.** Document and share ORCID outcomes and identify gaps
ORCID QUIZ!

SPONSORED BY ALKA-SELTZER

BLUE NETWORK - SUNDAY EVENING
RING 4
DANCE OF THE ORCID PARTNERS!

https://orcid.org/content/2019-project-roadmap
STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIPS

ORBIT (ORCID Reducing Burden and Improving Transparency). Engage research funders to use persistent identifiers to streamline grant application and reporting.

RIPEN (Research Information Platform ENGagement). Make it easier for everyone to authenticate ORCID iDs.

https://orcid.org/content/2019-project-roadmap
ORCID QUIZ!

SPONSORED BY ALKA-SELTZER
BLUE NETWORK • SUNDAY EVENING
JOIN THE ADVENTURE!

More about our 2019 roadmap: https://orcid.org/content/2019-project-roadmap

More about Working Groups/Task Forces: https://orcid.org/about/community
Volunteer at: community@orcid.org

Follow us @ORCID_org or subscribe to our blog https://orcid.org/newsletter/subscriptions